1908 WINS GOLD AND WINDY M E T Y.

Pierce Competition at the Spring Meet Makes Events Exciting and Fast. Strong Wind Prevents Record Smashing.

The wind "slew her" at the spring class meet Saturday, and cut down all but the slowest events. But the day was bright, the sun shone, and the performances, considered in the light of the conditions, were good. As the wind was so chilly that the men were stifled before the finish, Bobby Albro was an easy winner in the high hurdles. Before this event a whirlwind nearly blew the hurdlers over the fence. Three new men appeared at the start and ran well together to the finish. Bell got second place by a small margin over Doane with Bartlett third. Only four men went from the track in the mile. The first three rounds seemed to promise a fight as Howland took a good lead with Buckingham taking his time. At the end of the third lap Chapman dropped out and Buckingham started to sprint. As it was odd, one, two-fair division with three runners. But Buckingham held things easy, while Buckingham dropped in a winner before. Howland kept Mills well in hand and finished an easy second. The records however are not finished as Allen again.came to the fore in the high jump, being pushed very little by the other competitors. The height he passed over was exceedingly good for the weather. It is encouraging to note that Scholinger, Bartlett, and Stuart were only a few inches short.

Udaile did a wonderful piece of running in the two-mile with the high wind holding him back. Going out unpaired, tramping around a half lap ahead of the others, he came in first, with an 100 yards lead over Ellis. The time was only 11 seconds behind the record. Ellis, the second man, came up on the last lap. Batchelder almost caught Calla way at the tape. Scholinger won the broad jump against the wind with a good distance. The performances were fair throughout. Scholinger was nearest to the pole want, doing 12 feet 10 inches and then trying -

SQUAD WALKS OVER COURSE.

A small squad of the men in the 1909-1910 cross country team walked the Tech-Harvard course Friday. Considerable brush had been cleared off along the "Briddle Paths" and the course will be in good shape for the race May 4.

The following schedule has been made out to keep the candidates for this race in training: April 23, 4.15, meet at the Gym; April 27, 2.45, meet at the Field; May 1, 3.30, meet at the Field. On Saturday, May 4, the squad will leave back Bay Station at 2.22 p.m. for the race. The class with the largest team has the best chance to win out. The first three men to finish will get their medals.

PROF. HAVEN TALKS ON POWER.

Thirty men enjoyed Professor Haven's address on "The Relationship of Kicking Wisely," Thursday at the Y. M. C. A. meeting. He said, "The power of some men is self confidant. These men do not rise high. God gives power to other men and their influence is sure."

Professor Haven gave a fine illustration in the change in Jacob and David, the man from the home. "The man who has power is not the man who makes the more noise, but the man who stands next to the source of Power, God."